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Welcome
Remembering Srebrenica has a
wide selection of resources that
you can use for organising an act of
commemoration safely from your
home or place of work. In this
Coffee Morning pack you will find
a brief history, survivor testimony
and also information on the
importance of coffee in the
Bosnian culture. We hope the pack
inspires you to organise your own
coffee morning to remember and
honour the victims and survivors of
the genocide.
To many Bosnians, the ritual of
preparing and sharing a cup of
coffee is an integral part of their
day. During the Bosnian War in the
90s, this key part of their culture
was disrupted. For some, the
simple act of sitting and sharing
coffee again with their loved ones
is their dearest wish, as many were
spread across the world after the
war. For some, they will never be
able to share this practice with
their loved ones again. This pack
encourages people to share this
tradition with survivors in
solidarity.
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History
Humanity has lived through the darkest of
times, but few events have stained our
collective history more than the Srebrenica
genocide.
On 11 July 1995, Bosnian Serb forces, led by
General Ratko Mladić overran and captured
the town of Srebrenica in Eastern Bosnia
which had been declared a UN Safe Area. In
the days following, more than 8,000 Bosnian
Muslim men and boys were systematically
murdered and buried in mass graves.
Thousands of women, children and the
elderly were forcibly deported.
Srebrenica was a culmination of a campaign
of 'ethnic cleansing' used by Bosnian Serb
forces during the conflict. This was
implemented to achieve the aim of a
'Greater Serbia', free from non-Serbs.
Throughout Bosnia, between 20,000-50,000
women and girls suffered sexual violence, a
weapon of war used to systematically
ethnically cleanse the region and terrorise
the populace. Concentration camps were
established in the Prijedor area, and many
Bosnian Muslims were forced from their
homes to be internally displaced or become
refugees.
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Described by the United Nations as:
'the worst crime on European soil since the
Second World War'
the genocide at Srebrenica was officially
recognised by the International Court of
Justice and the International Criminal
Tribunal for the former Yugoslavia at the
Hague. Yet denial of this atrocity remains
widespread.
Many in Bosnia-Herzegovina are still
struggling for justice. Among these are
organisations such as the Mothers of
Srebrenica, who campaigned for the
recognition of the deaths of their loved ones
and the Association of Women Victims of War
who campaigned for justice for survivors of
sexual violence who still fight stigma within
Bosnia.
On the 11th July, the official date of
remembrance each year, we honour the
victims and survivors of genocide, and
pledge ourselves to creating a better,
stronger, and more cohesive society in the
United Kingdom.
The lessons we learn from Srebrenica are
that hatred and intolerance can flourish if
left unchallenged. Even in Bosnia, where
people of many faiths lived as neighbours for
centuries, an integrated society
disintegrated. We must all understand the
consequences of not taking action against
hate. By doing this we give ourselves hope of
illuminating the darkness and creating a
safer community for all.
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Combatting Denial:
Challenging Hatred
NURA BEGOVIĆ

No

wounded

men

or

boys

were

Genocide

supposed to or boys were supposed to

I was born in the village of Risici in the

be on the convoy, let alone a male that

Municipality of Srebrenica. Before the

was healthy. It was a difficult journey to

war started, we had a wonderful life. For

Tuzla. We passed through checkpoints

many years before the war, me and my

run by Serb police officers who asked us

husband Ahmed had worked together at

if there was anyone onboard who was

the Srebrenica Transport company and

from Srebrenica. No one dared to admit

built our own house which we lived in

that they were. A few men had managed

with our two daughters.

to get on the convoy and were taken
away by Serb police officers, people

During the war in 1993 I was injured by

were screaming and crying in fear, it was

shrapnel and evacuated on a convoy to

simply horrendous.

Tuzla. I was able to take my children
with me because they were girls, but my

When we arrived in Tuzla, we had no

husband had to stay behind.

place to stay. We had left behind our
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Nura and her mother who passed away in 2009.

home and our family. We managed to

Memorial Centre in Potočari in 2019.

find shelter with another family in a

My brother was 42 years old, he was

student dormitory which was being used

married and had two children. At the start

as a refugee centre. There was no food,

of the war, his wife and children left for

medicine or electricity but we had a roof

Macedonia. He tried to escape Srebrenica

over our heads. I managed to keep in

with my husband, they left through the

touch

through

forest heading towards Tuzla. They were

messages and radio and I kept telling

attacked by Serb forces in the forest and

him, ‘It will get better’.

were separated. My husband survived but

with

my

husband

my brother did not.

Both mine and my husbands’
parents had stayed in Srebrenica.
My father died of starvation, he was
sick and unable to get the
medication he needed. My motherin-law was killed by a shell as she
went to fetch water.
My father-in-law was killed in 1995 at
the warehouse in Kravica, his remains
were later found in a mass grave in
Glogova. The same happened to my

Nura's brother who was killed in July 1995.

brother. His remains were found near
Kravica and we buried him at the
7
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Lord Bourne, President of Remembering Srebrenica, with members of the Mothers of
Srebrenica during a visit to the Srebrenica Memorial Centre, 2018.

Mothers of Srebrenica
In 1995 I joined the Association of

To this day, we still organise peaceful

Mothers of Srebrenica and we have

protests and spread our message on

fought to claim the land at Potočari for

social media where it can now be heard

the Srebrenica Memorial Centre. We

even further. We have been to Iraq,

went to the National Assembly of the

where

Republika Srpska where our claim for

sisters, wives – are losing loved ones

Potočari was not only denied, but we

and are themselves dying too. It is due

were

verbal

to the work of the mothers that the

abuse from a Serb army veteran. We

International Commission on Missing

appealed to the Office of the High

Persons (ICMP), the Missing Persons

Representative. We organised buses to

Institute of Bosnia and Herzegovina (MPI

come back to Srebrenica and protest.

BiH) and the Red Cross have continued

This was all during a time where there

to search and find our missing after all

were no Bosniaks left in Srebrenica.

these years. Our collective effort is not

met

with

unrepeatable

new

generations

–

mothers,

only for our own relatives, but we are

These were huge battles and

helping

all

the

families

who

are

struggles, yet we prevailed, and we

struggling. It means a lot for a family

now have the Memorial Centre and

when they find their family members

want the whole world to know.
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and all the effort and struggle is worth
it. It is simple, our fight is ongoing until
the last victim is found. The women of
the Mothers of Srebrenica are amongst
some of the most courageous in the
world. If it wasn’t for the mothers,
sisters, wives and children fighting as
they have, what happened at Srebrenica
would not have been proven, it would
have been swept under the rug. If we
hadn't

questioned

everything

and

battled the pushbacks from the divided
entity, there may have come a day when
the very existence of our loved ones, the
victims, may have been questioned.
Without

our

testimonies

and

our

strength, the genocide that happened at
Srebrenica would not have been known.

I would like to mention my late
friend and fellow mother Hatidza,
whose strength and willpower
inspired us all to never give up. Like
Hatidza, thousands of other Mothers

The late Hatidža Mehmedović who sadly passed away
in 2018. Hatidža lost her husband and two sons in
July 1995. She served as the President of the Mothers
of Srebrenica until her death.

of Srebrenica have lost their sons
and husbands and remain as the

healthy and let there be peace. Peace and

only family members left. May she

only peace. We must spread our message

rest in peace.

to the younger generations to not hate,
to not kill and to live an honourable and

The future

honest life. Above all we were raised to

What happened to us caused such

love; to love ourselves, our family and the

suffering. Even when peace came, we

whole world.

had nothing left, our family, our jobs
and our lives were all gone. Yet, at the

Although it is hard for everyone, we must

end of this all, we have never sought

continue our fight for the truth and for

revenge. Our message is to let us all be

justice.
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‘Never again should a child become an orphan. May a mother never again be left without
her child, nor a wife without her husband, nor a sister without her brother’.

Nura speaking at the 20th anniversary of the Srebrenica Genocide in Wales, 2015.

Nura’s story is based on information from her survivor testimony given to
Remembering Srebrenica. Events have been summarised to best convey her story
and message. To listen to Nura’s full testimony please go to:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PKhDS9bATyI
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"Coffee is the beginning of the day; of a conversation, a
gathering, that involves decisions and the exchange of
thoughts. Along with it, I experience joy and sorrow
because the first thing that I offer to someone when
they visit me is coffee - it is both calming and
saddening, painful and joyous. Coffee is a part of my
life, my companion. Without our Bosnian coffee, life in
this region cannot be imagined. That's why I would
recommend everyone to drink it with pleasant company
and conversation ... because our sadness comes down
to that one cup of coffee."
- Šuhra Sinanović, Mother of Srebrenica
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A guide to making Bosnian Coffee
"The process of making
Bosnian coffee is simple,
relaxing and full of love."
- Elmina
Ingredients:
• Water 500ml-1l depending on
the size of your Džezva (coffee
pot)
• 3-5 teaspoons of very finely
ground coffee
• Sugar cubes, Rahat Lokum
(Turkish delight) or another sweet
treat

Method
1. Set water to boil in a separate pot or in an electric kettle
2. Place the coffee into the džezva/coffee pot.
3. Place the coffee pot onto a hot hob ring for a few seconds before pouring in
water to fill in the pot 1/2-3/4 of the way making small circles when pouring
to cover all the coffee grounds.
4. Leave for several seconds, watching it doesn’t boil over. The coffee will begin
to foam and rise, once it is almost about to spill from the pot, remove the pot
from the hob and let settle down at the side for several seconds. You'll notice
it drops in size but the foam remains
5. Add a little more water to the coffee and return it to the hob to repeat the
process above. Once it's close to boiling over remove it from the hot ring and
allow it to rest. The goal is to have the coffee rise up a couple of times so that
it develops a smooth cream-like top layer.
6. Once it's rested, top up with more water
7. When you’re ready to serve the coffee, start by grabbing a teaspoon of the
foam and adding it to each coffee cup, then pour the rest of the coffee in.
This will allow the cream layer to rise to the top of each cup. Serve with milk,
sugar cubes and Turkish delights.
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Traditional Side Dishes
Bosnians by nature are very hospitable.
Whenever they serve coffee to guests
they also like to serve something sweet,
which could be any one of the items
listed below. For your coffee morning
consider serving a sweet treat too.
Rahat Lokum (Turkish Delight)
Sugar (Sugar cubes)
Pečeni sečer (Homemade baked sugar)
Baklava (Pastry filled with nuts and
soaked in syrup)
Gurabija (Flavoured shortbread
cookies)
Orašnice (Crescent-shaped nut cookies)
Sutlijaš (Cinnamon flavoured rice
pudding)
Tufahije (Walnut stuffed apples baked
in syrup and water)
Tulumba (Deep-fried dough soaked in
syrup)
Kadaif (Shredded dough with nut filling
and syrup)
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"Coffee is a part of my soul, heart and sorrow. I am in
deep thoughts about the past, present and future.
Although, I am trying to keep the tradition of having a
conversation over coffee to be comforting for the soul,
many times it is a conversation with my loved ones that
I painfully long for. After the genocide life and coffee
are not the same but I try to keep the meaning of
coffee alive because it is a part of me, part of us, part
of our destiny and our future."
- Munira Subašić, Mother of Srebrenica
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My First Bosnian Coffee
I've grown up with coffee being a part of my
everyday life but its meaning became much deeper
when I had my daughter. I didn't realize how much
it defined my mornings until my daughter said
"kafa" and wanted to drink it with me. She was
short of two years old. She wanted to have her
"mommy time" in the morning by drinking milk out
of a fildžan (coffee cup). It reminded me of my
childhood and how drinking coffee meant early
morning quality time with my parents. It was a
time of simple conversations, asking questions
about the games that we would play and places we
would go. I have uncounciously embraced that
tradition without thinking too much about its
meaning. My daughter added meaning to it - coffee
became our quiet morning conversation with lots of
laughter.
- Elmina

Visiting Bosnia on a delegation in 2018 was the first time I had Bosnian
Coffee. It was the first day all the group had met and sitting down to share
Bosnian Coffee provided an opportunity for us all to learn about Bosnian
culture and appreciate the country we were about to learn much more about.
Throughout the delegation, we all had many more cups of coffee together and
it became a key point of reflection throughout our days.
- Francesca
I remember as a little girl when going to Bosnia each
summer, I'd look forward to having "coffee" with family.
Especially my grandmother. Bosnian coffee is intense
and strong so I'd have the children's version. This was a
fildzan (cup) full of milk with a drop or two of coffee. It
would be partnered with a whole sugar cube for every
sip (not the traditional way) but it made it even sweeter!
I loved being a part of the moment, the culture, with my
family, and it made me feel like such a grownup. Since
then, it's been the thing I look forward to the most
when going back to visit is having a proper cup of
Bosnian coffee (not the milky version) with my
grandmother.
- Amra
15
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My First Bosnian Coffee
I had my first ever Bosnian coffee when I went on a delegation to Bosnia and
Herzegovina in May 2015. We were taken to the Old Town in Sarajevo on the
Sunday. I had never had Bosnian coffee before, but the traditional cup that it
was served in was something that I had seen previously but had not been aware
that it was also part of Bosnian culture. At the time, I wasn't really too
impressed as the taste was one I was rather unfamiliar with and wasn't in line
with the expectation of what I thought the coffee would taste like as the ones
that I had in England tasted very differently. It was not long before I had
another opportunity to taste more Bosnian coffee as everywhere we went on the
delegation, we were served coffee by the individuals who were hosting us. The
more that I drank, the more I came to appreciate its unique taste and found it
to be more palatable. Would recommend to those who have previously not
tasted it to have a go.
- Amil

I was pretty young the first time I had a cup of Bosnian coffee. I believe I was
about 10 or maybe 11 years old. It was Eid and my grandmother decided I was
old enough to have a cup of coffee with her. She said she would add in lots of
sugar and milk but I was a stubborn kid and told her I wanted to drink it the
way she does. To Bosnians, that first cup of coffee with your elders is somewhat
of a coming of age experience. We all go through it. I know that initially, as I
was a child, I did not particularly like it. But it was important to my grandma
that we had it together so I drank it nonetheless. As I grew,, coffee became a
staple and I drank it every morning with my grandma, my mother, and the rest
of my loved ones. It was during these times, drinking coffee, that the elders
would honour me with their stories. They’d tell me about their lives before the
war, the hardships they experienced during the genocide, and they’d often talk of
the loved ones who are no longer able to drink coffee with us. To me, Bosnian
coffee has always been more than a cup of coffee. It’s a way of keeping our
community alive and our memories, the good and the bad, close to our hearts.
- Arnesa
Share your first Bosnian Coffee experience during your Coffee Morning
or with Remembering Srebrenica by tagging us on Social Media.
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War-time Coffee Alternatives
It's no secret people struggled during the war, for even the most basic of
necessities such as water, medicine, electricity and food. In true Bosnian
spirit, they were creative with the resources they had to hand and still
managed to continue at times with a ritual so integral to their everyday
lives before the war. Below are just a few examples of the ingredients
Bosnian coffee was reimagined and recreated with:
Acorns
Chicory roots
Dandelion root
Reused dried ground coffee
Ground lentils
Toasting uncooked rice

Alternative drinks for your coffee morning
Whilst coffee is considered a staple in Bosnian culture, it's not to
everyone's taste or liking. We've listed below some alternative drinks you
may wish to have at your coffee morning
A SELECTION OF TEAS
SOFT DRINKS
LEMONADE
FRUIT JUICE
HOT CHOCOLATE
SMOOTHIES
DECAF COFFEE
MILK
MILKSHAKE
MOCKTAIL
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"How do I explain something so simple yet needed for
my soul as a cup of coffee? Today's coffee is not the
same as it was before, my love is gone and so is my son
Sead. There are memories of them - they are my solace
with the past, present and future. Coffee is the depth
of my soul, a priceless conversation."
- Kada Hotić, Mother of Srebrenica
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Coffee Morning Event Ideas
We understand it is not always possible to meet in person. Thankfully, over the past few years,
we've all learnt to adapt and come together virtually whenever we can't physically. Below are
just two examples of ways in which you can come together with your organisation or family to
mark Srebrenica Memorial Day by hosting your own Coffee Morning.

Virtual Workplace Coffee Event (Hybrid Event Example)
Held virtually through Microsoft Teams, we will be using contacts in the accounting
department and the chaplaincy to get access to staff both in the interfaith section of the
workplace and the staff themselves. This means those working in the building or at home can
still come together
We will ask for donations through a just giving link, have a quote from a survivor on the
screen for people to reflect on whilst holding a 1-minute silence, then encourage discussion
on the theme 'Combatting Denial: Challenging Hatred' and what it means to the individuals
who are attending the coffee morning.

Family Coffee Morning (In-person event example)
On the 11th of July, I have planned to have a coffee morning with my family and close friends
to mark the occasion. We will make traditional Bosnian Coffee and serve it with something
sweet, most likely homemade baklava. We will read the names of those being buried in
Srebrenica on the 11th of July, praying for them as well as our own family and friends whilst
livestreaming the burial ceremony in the background.
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ŠTO TE NEMA
ŠTO TE NEMA (Why are you not here?) is a participatory public monument to the Srebrenica
Genocide. Between 2006 and 2020, this annual nomadic monument was presented in various
public squares in the world through ongoing partnerships between the artist, Aida Šehović,
and Bosnian diaspora communities, to create sites of remembrance together.
The monument began as a one-day performance in Sarajevo with the first 932 cups collected
from local families in the region by members of the Women of Srebrenica Association. Over
the next fifteen years, through ongoing efforts and growing global networks of Bosnians living
abroad, the monument collected more than 8,372 cups for its final iteration at the Srebrenica
Memorial Center in Potočari on July 10 and 11, 2020.
The monument was collectively assembled and disassembled every year on July 11 by
volunteers and visitors as a temporary memorial made with donated fildžani (small porcelain
cups), each filled with Bosnian coffee, brewed on site, and placed together in a public square.
As each cup was added and filled with coffee by participants and passersby, the monument
was growing and expanding throughout the day. The coffee, left undrunk, symbolizes
mourning, memorialization, and remembrance for all victims of genocide.
Through coffee drinking rituals and art education programs, ŠTO TE NEMA creates an
inclusive space for confronting universal issues surrounding genocide by remembering,
mourning, and healing together as a global community.
ŠTO TE NEMA’s permanent iteration will be housed at the Srebrenica Memorial Center in the
future. Multiple related exhibitions including an archive are being exhibited in museums while
Aida Šehović and her team continue to work with communities and youth in Bosnia and
Herzegovina and beyond on collective remembrance and genocide prevention.
For more information about ŠTO TE NEMA, please visit stotenema.org

ŠTO TE NEMA nomadic monument on July 11, 2020 in Potočari/Srebrenica, Bosnia and Herzegovina.
Photo: Paul Lowe © Aida Šehović. All rights reserved.
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REMEMBERING SREBRENICA IS THE UK
CHARITY WHICH AIMS TO TEACH CURRENT AND
FUTURE GENERATIONS ABOUT THE
CONSEQUENCES OF HATRED AND
INTOLERANCE IN ALL COMMUNITIES THROUGH
LEARNING THE LESSONS OF SREBRENICA. WE
ARE CALLING ON ALL COMMUNITIES TO
REMEMBER THE VICTIMS AND SURVIVORS OF
THE SREBRENICA GENOCIDE; LEARN THE
LESSONS FROM SREBRENICA, PARTICULARLY
THAT WE MUST ALWAYS BE VIGILANT AGAINST
HATRED AND INTOLERANCE IN OUR
COMMUNITIES AND PLEDGE TO TAKE ACTION
NOW TO BUILD BETTER AND SAFER
COMMUNITIES FOR ALL.
SREBRENICA.ORG.UK
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Srebrenica

@SrebrenicaUK
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srebrenica

